INNES OF ARDTANNES
– Descended from Innes of Benwall –

10.1. Sir Walter 10th of Innes > see INNES OF INNES
11.1. Sir Robert 11th of Innes
11.2. Berowald of Halton "Red Tod" d.ca 1512
   12.1. Berowald in Halton
   12.2. Walter of Tyrie
   12.3. John d. ca 1520, feuar or tacksman of Benwall, presumed ancestor of Benwall and Ardtannes

13.1. William 1st Laird of Benwall and Elrick d.before 1548 m Margaret Gordon
13.2. Berowald in Ardtannes
14.1. Robert in Dyce murdered by Robert Keith at Boat of Inverurie, remission 1561
14.2. Walter of Ardtannes pursued murderers to Europe d by 1608 (see below)
14.1. daughter m Alexander Keith son of Alexander Keith of Aquhorsk (whose brother Robert murdered Robert Innes in Dyce)

14.2. Walter of Ardtannes, pursued murderers to Europe d by 1608  Familia 55; B&B 56
15.1. William alias Sebastian of Ardtannes m Marjorie Lumsden d before 1600 [wit 1594; in Innermarkie 1546?]  B&B 56
16.1. Walter of Ardtannes miller of Inverurie (see below)
16.2. Robert in Mill of Dunnideer d.1600 m Isobel Lyon  B&B 57
16.3. James in Poland [1621]  B&B 57
16.4. George in Poland, later [1625] burgess of Aberdeen  B&B 58
16.1. Christian m Hendrie Patrie tutor to Walter's children, d 1603  B&B 58
   17.1. Robert Patrie Provost of Aberdeen m Jean Forbes
   18.1. William. d in infancy before 1662
   17.1. Marjorie Patrie m Gilbert Buchan of Portlethen
   18.1. George Buchan to Poland, brief Aberdeen 1677
   17.2. Elizabeth Patrie m ? Chalmers
   18.1. Captain William Chalmers of Portlethen
   19.1. Roderick Chalmers of Portlethen, Herald 1745

16.1. Walter of Ardtannes, miller of Inverurie m Marjory Elphinstone sasine Ardtannes 1600, d.1616 burgess of Inverurie (MMI Rogers ii.351)  B&B 58
17.1. Sebastian in Mill of Saphock (later burgess in Aberdeen?) m Grizel Stewart involved in slaughter of Gilbert Findlater at Mill of Bourtie [remission 1630]  B&B 62
   18.1. Gilbert brief from Aberdeen 1699 student at Marischal College, subsequently in Poland  B&B 62
17.2. Walter d at Whitehaugh 1622 burgess of Inverurie  B&B 60
   18.1. John b.1616  B&B 60
17.3. Alexander Burgess of Aberdeen 1629 m Elspeth Strachan  B&B 60
19.1. Alexander in mill of Dunnideer 1704-1776  B&B 64
20.1. Alexander (presumed)  B&B 64
21.2. Robert in Old Town of Insch  B&B 64
21.2. William in Flinders  B&B 64
22.1. Alexander b 1766  B&B 64
21.3. George at Mill of Dunnideer  B&B 64
22.1. William (illegitimate) 1759-1805 m Margaret Robertson  B&B 65
23.1. Alexander b 1789  B&B 65
23.2. William b 1790  B&B 65
23.3. Adam b 1790  B&B 65
23.4. James b 1798  B&B 65
23.5. George  B&B 65
23.1. Elspeth  B&B 65
22.2. John (illegitimate) servant to William  B&B 65
21.4. Mr James in Kirkhill of Kennethmount
19.2. John (presumed)
20.1. David in Adamstoun of Drumbladeg B&B 64
21.1. John b 1783  B&B 64
21.2. Alexander in Adamstoun, Drumbladeg 1785-1861 burgess of Insch
  B&B 64
22.1. George  B&B 64
22.2. Alexander b 1829  B&B 64
22.3. David 1833-1857  B&B 64
21.3. George b 1788  B&B 64
21.4. James b 1791  B&B 64
21.1. Isobel b 1786  B&B 64
19.1. Adam or Alexander (no documentary evidence)  B&B 63
20.1. Robert in Mill of New Leslie 1725-1806 m (1) Jean Persey (2) Jean
  Innes (prob. cousin)  B&B 63
21.1. Adam in Mill of New Leslie 1758-1825 m Christian Balgouan  B&B
  63
19.1. Isobel m Adam Barclay, notary in Premnay [1696]  B&B 63
18.1. Margaret sub tenant at Mill of Johnston 1696  B&B 63
17.4. John (possibly grandfather of John I in Allamichie in Mortlach ---------> see
  INNES OF KNOCKANBEG  B&B 61
17.5. James (surmised)  B&B 61
18.1. John 1st in Duncanstone--------> continued as INNES IN DUNCANSTONE
  B&B 60
OR
17.5. James (surmised) father of Inneses in Mill of Meikle Wardis  B&B 61
18.1. James in Mill of Meikle Wardis [1696] m Margaret Meldrum  B&B 61
19.1. Francis [1696]  B&B 61
18.2. Robert, miller at Meikle Wardis [1696]  B&B 61
17.1. Marjorie  B&B 61
17.2. Margaret m William Gordon in Mill of Cromlet  B&B 61
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